Life at The Top –
Chapter 1620
The exchange rate market of Sun Dollars was full of demons. The exchange rate of Sun Dollars was steadily
approaching the 130 mark.

“Mr. Laine, the resistance is not as fierce as we imagined.”

Jake reported to Jasper.

On the desktop in front of Jasper were five or six monitors, each of which displayed dense rows of data. Even
though this huge flow of data was intimidating, it was what remained after a professional team of analysts had
filtered out a large portion of the unnecessary data.

“Continue to break through.”

Jasper raised his brows slightly and said, “Everything is already on the line. Whether it is Softwin or Wall
Street, there will be no retreat. We have to break 130 points.”

“Okay.”

After Jake answered, he immediately returned to his position and began to instruct the team to execute the
order.

At this moment, the short sellers treated Jasper’s Nauritus City trading center as the core and the Harbor City
and Waterhoof City trading centers as affiliates. Together, they made up the core first echelon.

The seconda echelon was Sentel Corporation and the Haddock Chamber of Commerce funds that had just
joined.

The reason why they were called the second echelon was not that their strength was not strong enough. In fact,
the funds of the two entities combined were a lot more than Jasper‘s three trading centers.

After all, they had history.

Yet, the short sellers were implementing Jasper‘s orders as their core now. This was recognized by everyone,
so because of this, they could only be regarded as the second echelon.

The final periphery was other hot money and institutions.

The size of this fund was the largest, but it was also the most scattered. Without a core authority, they would
only base their actions on the direction and situation of the market. They were the most uncontrollable, but
because they were uncontrollable, they were also the most dangerous.

As for the long side, it was much simpler.

Softwin and Wall Street capital were both the core, and Sunrise Land’s local capital was the periphery.

Although the periphery strength was not strong, Softwin and Wall Street Capital were both giants.

As the two sides slowly confronted each other, the exchange rate of Sun Dollars had steadily approached the
130 point mark Now it had reached 129 points.

However, just as it was about to break through the 130 point support point from 129 points, the bears
encountered fierce resistance from the bulls.

On the market data, the price of the Sun Dollars exchange rate consistently stopped at 129 and 129.8. This
meant that the shorts were attacking fiercely, but the longs were staying and holding on at 129.9 points.

“Mr. Laine, resistance has appeared, and it is very strong. At present, the two sides have invested nearly 150
billion US Dollars each, but we still can‘t see the bottom line of the long defense.”

When Jake said that, Jasper had already walked up to him.

At this moment, the fierce competition between the two parties had been going on for five minutes.

Even though 5 minutes seemed like a short while, 150 billion US Dollars from both sides had been exhausted
in this period, and the number was still increasing frantically.

“Tell the trading centers of Waterhoof City and Harbor City to pull back and notify Sentel to slow down the
attack appropriately.”

